Dynamic motions of CD39 transmembrane domains regulate and are regulated by the enzymatic active site.
The two transmembrane domains flanking the active site of CD39 regulate its activity, but little is known about the structural and dynamic features underlying their importance. Here we use a disulfide crosslinking strategy to examine transmembrane helix interactions and dynamics and to correlate these features with activity and substrate binding. We find strong intrasubunit TM1-TM2 interactions, as well as TM1-TM1' and TM2-TM2' interactions between dimer subunits, near the extracellular side of the membrane but only weak interactions near the cytoplasmic end. The specific helix faces that constitute each interface are highly flexible, indicating a significant degree of rotational mobility within the packed structure. Analysis of activity after locking the helices in various orientations via disulfide bonds suggests that not only the arrangement but also the ability of the helices to move relative to each other is crucial for enzyme function. Helix mobility is in turn modulated by substrate binding. These results suggest that rather than playing a static structural role to support an optimal active site conformation, the transmembrane domains undergo dynamic motions that underlie their functional relationship with the active site.